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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Cancer. The word still conjures up deep fears of a silent killer that creeps up on us without warning. Cancer, evoking such desperation that it has become a metaphor for grief and pain, a scourge straining our intellectual and emotional resources. The numbers are such that each of us will be touched either as a patient, a family member or a friend. There are over 20 million people living with cancer in the world today. The majority live in the developing world.

Yet, there is much that can be done in every country to prevent, cure and relieve this suffering. With the existing knowledge it is possible to prevent at least one-third of the 10 million cancer cases that occur annually throughout the world. Where sufficient resources are available, current knowledge also allows the early detection and effective treatment of a further one-third of those cases. Pain relief and palliative care can improve the quality of life of cancer patients and their families, even in very low resource settings thanks to effective, low-cost approaches.

Understanding and controlling malignant disease have very broad dimensions. It involves scientific knowledge and experience ranging from the complexities of intracellular molecular regulation to individual lifestyle choices. It also requires competent management and the best use of available resources for planning, implementing and evaluating disease control strategies. Cancer prevention and control are among the most important scientific and public health challenges of this era.

Our goal is to reduce the morbidity and mortality from cancer and improve the quality of life of cancer patients and their families, everywhere in the world where the cancer burden is high or there are rising trends of cancer risk factors. We have learned that no matter what resource constraints a country faces, a well-conceived, well-managed national cancer control programme is able to lower cancer incidence and improve the lives of people living with cancer. A comprehensive national cancer programme evaluates the various ways to control disease and implements those that are the most cost-effective and beneficial for the largest part of the population. It should promote the development of treatment guidelines, place emphasis on preventing cancers or detecting cases early so that they can be cured, and provide as much comfort as possible to patients with advanced disease.

We already know that at least one-third of all the new cases of cancer every year can be prevented. Tobacco, the single largest preventable cause of can-
cancer in the world today, is responsible for about 30% of all cancer deaths in
developed countries and a rapidly rising proportion in developing countries
and in underprivileged communities. It is the only consumer product avail-
able which kills half its regular users.

In addition to strong, comprehensive tobacco control measures, dietary
modification is another important approach to cancer control. Overweight
and obesity are both serious risk factors for cancer. Diets high in fruits and
vegetables may reduce the risk for several types of cancer, while high levels
of preserved and red meat consumption are associated with increased cancer
risk.

Our era has seen and continues to see great scientific advances in can-
cer treatment. Treatment for some cancer sites is becoming increasingly
effective, yet poor availability of treatment and delays in seeking medical
attention contribute to lower survival rates in many developing countries.
Increasing awareness of the signs and symptoms of cancer is important to
facilitate early detection of the disease. Where appropriate tests and facilities
are available, screening of apparently healthy individuals can disclose cancer
in early or precursor stages, where treatment may be most effective. But
all too often, limited resources are used to treat patients with far-advanced
disease, who really do not benefit from the treatment.

We have also learned important lessons in the field of palliative care.
Millions of people around the world suffer not only from cancer, but from
other chronic, life-threatening conditions in advanced stages. In these cases
where prevention efforts have failed and patients and their families have lit-
tle access to curative treatment, the devastation is great. These diseases affect
people on all human dimensions: physical, psychological, social and spiritual.
Solitude and stigma only add to physical suffering. Fortunately, there are
low-cost, community approaches that can reduce this suffering and meet
this urgent humanitarian need. Measures for good palliative care are essen-
tial elements in every national cancer control programme.

WHO’s approach to noncommunicable disease prevention and control
places emphasis on the rising impact of cancer in low-income and mid-
dle-income countries, and the disproportionate suffering it causes in poor
and disadvantaged populations. Two years ago we reviewed the progress
in implementing national cancer control programmes, as part of a strategy
launched about a decade ago. Based on experience from Member States
and our collaboration with other partners, we discussed the strengths and
constraints of this strategy. While many Member States recognize the need
to develop national cancer control programmes, few in the industrialized
world and even fewer in developing countries have yet done so. As a result
many people die from preventable cancers and suffer unnecessarily from
pain and anguish at the end of their lives.
Lack of a comprehensive, systematic approach, weaknesses in organization and priority-setting, and inefficient use of resources are obstacles to effective programmes in both industrialized and developing countries. In far too many cases, primary prevention, early detection and palliative care are neglected in favor of treatment-oriented approaches, regardless of whether they are actually cost-effectiveness or whether they improve patients’ quality of life. This happens because of lack of knowledge, lack of political will and lack of national capacity in policy development and programme implementation.

I believe it is the responsibility of the World Health Organization to dig deep to find the best knowledge on cancer control and to facilitate the sharing of successful country experiences among governments and other partners. As the world’s leading repository of public health knowledge, we are committed to translating this knowledge into action. But we must work with others – health is a shared responsibility.

We have initiated a process for promoting and reinforcing the development of national cancer control programmes as the best known strategy to address the cancer problem worldwide. Updating and disseminating effective policies and guidelines on national cancer control programmes and providing guidance on the development of these programmes are key components of this strategy.

This document presents WHO’s latest recommendations and findings. This edition will provide an updated framework for policy development and programme management that can be adapted to socioeconomic and cultural contexts in all countries. It provides the information needed to guide the development of feasible, equitable, sustainable, and effective national cancer control programmes.

I know what we are seeking to do is not easy. But the constraints and difficulties are far outweighed by the opportunities to reduce the death and suffering caused by cancer. I hope this report makes a contribution to ending the isolation and desperation of cancer patients on the one hand and strengthening national options for comprehensive cancer control on the other. I believe we can act, and we must.

Gro Harlem Brundtland
Geneva
May 2002
PREFACE FROM THE SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION AGAINST CANCER

CANCER IS AND WILL BECOME an increasingly important factor in the global burden of disease in the decades to come. The estimated number of new cases each year is expected to rise from 10 million in 2000 to 15 million by 2020. Some 60% of all these new cases will occur in the less developed parts of the world.

Improved cancer control will, to a substantial degree, relate to prevention strategies and early detection programmes, including information campaigns and population-based screening programmes. Success of the early detection programmes will rely on effective and optimal use of treatment possibilities. In spite of the explosion in knowledge of tumour biology, another decade will probably elapse before its application through new drugs and treatment principles will significantly reduce cancer mortality. The aspects of cancer control must therefore be seen within the context of a systematic and comprehensive approach, that is, the cancer control plan or strategy.

Forces in the fight against cancer include the government sector, the nongovernmental sector, the private sector and the professional organizations. Their common objective is to reduce morbidity and mortality from cancer. Each sector plays an important role within a national cancer control programme/plan/strategy, though the relative extent of that role varies depending on the situation in the country.

The nongovernmental sector is involved in cancer research, cancer registration, cancer prevention activities, treatment and care facilities, and programmes. This involvement implies either direct provision of the services or acting as funding institutions. Again, the extent of the different activities will vary from country to country. In some countries, funds for treatment come from the national government and funds for disease prevention and screening come from the state government. In other countries, nongovernmental organizations focus on the prevention and early detection of cancer. It is very important for all organizations to be aware of the complexity of cancer control, and of the role they should play in achieving the goals of the cancer control programme or strategy, through a unified effort with other sectors.

The nongovernmental sector is an important source of technical know-how, skills and resources relevant for cancer care and research. Furthermore, nongovernmental organizations provide an important ability to reach out to the professional and public communities. Community participation in
cancer care is essential. This need is particularly acute in the developing countries, given the constrained resources and operational limitations of the government health care systems. Major portions of healthcare budgets in developing countries, which are largely insufficient to begin with, are dedicated to the control of communicable diseases, leaving small margins for allocation to noncommunicable disease control programmes. Nongovernmental and voluntary organizations can, therefore, play a significant role in assisting the efforts of the government health system in reducing disparities in coverage with regard to cancer care services.

In close collaboration with the World Health Organization, the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) promotes the participation of nongovernmental organizations in the development and implementation of national and regional cancer control strategies, and helps to build the capacity in these organizations in the areas of cancer prevention and early detection, particularly through educational and training programmes. By its participation in establishing a national cancer control strategy or plan, the nongovernmental sector will be able to better understand its own role in providing cancer care services, including support of cancer research. The comprehensive and systematic approach to the cancer problem, as presented in a national cancer control programme, gives all providers of cancer care and research the optimal possibility of giving the right focus and proportions to their own work.

The second edition of the WHO publication on national cancer control programmes is an important tool in promoting cancer control strategies. The different elements of a cancer plan are well described, and appropriate organizational aspects discussed. As was the case with the first edition, this publication will be of great value for the establishment and implementation of national cancer control plans.

Stener Kvinnsland
Oslo
May 2002
Foreword

This monograph aims to provide a framework for the development of national cancer control programmes. Its underlying approach is the application of science to public health practice, providing a concise statement of what is feasible and desirable in cancer prevention and control, with the ultimate goal of reducing cancer morbidity and mortality, and improving quality of life in the targeted population. It is intended primarily for policymakers in health and related fields, but will also be of interest to health ministries and academic institutions and, more generally, to oncologists and other health professionals who need to be aware of developments in cancer control.

The first edition of this monograph was produced following the meeting of a Working Group on National Cancer Control Programmes, 25–29 November 1991, at WHO headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The second edition of this monograph has been produced by the Cancer Control Programme of the Department of Management of Noncommunicable Diseases, WHO, following a meeting on national cancer control programmes in developing countries, held in Geneva in December 2000. Editorial guidance for both editions has been provided by Professor Anthony B. Miller. Dr Kenneth Stanley provided editorial assistance for the second edition. We would also like to acknowledge the seminal work of Dr Jan Stjernswård, former Chief of the WHO Cancer Unit. While it is not possible to acknowledge all contributions of the countless individuals and organizations that gave so freely of their expertise, the participants at the major WHO meetings on the theme of this monograph are listed at the end of this report.

The timeliness of this updated publication is underlined by the fact that the World Health Organization has designated noncommunicable diseases, including cancer, as a priority area. Moreover, WHO Member States, in their work towards health for all, are continuing to formulate and implement national health strategies, of which plans for cancer control must form an increasingly important part. The WHO regional offices, and the WHO country representatives throughout the world, are providing valuable technical assistance for these initiatives.

In developing national cancer control programmes, it will be important for each country to create optimal conditions while undertaking a strategy development process for cancer control. These conditions include politi-
cal will and commitment, collaboration among key national organizations, participatory processes in programme planning, critical assessment of the scientific evidence and costs of proposed programmes, and an approach based on maximizing the desired outcome, principally reduction in mortality from cancer. WHO can play a facilitating role with member countries that decide to develop or revise a national cancer control programme, by collaborating with them to advocate cancer control as a priority public health issue, by providing technical assistance during the development and implementation of cancer control guidelines, interventions and strategies, and by assisting with evaluation of programmes.

While this monograph provides guidance about what elements should be taken into account in establishing and maintaining national cancer control programmes, we are conscious that it does not provide comprehensive operational models for how to implement these recommendations. Although many countries will be able to successfully adapt the present guidelines to their particular situations, others, especially those with complex realities and constrained resources, will need further guidance in applying effective, operational methodologies for assuring adequate and sustainable performance of national cancer control programmes.

Considering this, and the suggestions from experts involved in revising this monograph, efforts will be made in the near future to develop a complementary volume that will focus on the “how”, based on successful demonstration areas and specialized expertise. We are certain that such an initiative will be useful for those facing more challenging settings.

Cecilia Sepúlveda
Coordinator, Cancer Control Programme
World Health Organization
Geneva
Executive Summary

This monograph outlines the scientific knowledge that is the basis for national cancer control programmes, and offers guidance on their establishment and organization. Much of its content derives from experience gained in the various countries that have already instituted or are planning their own national cancer control programmes.

Enough is now known about the causes of cancer and means of control for suitable interventions to have a significant impact. At least one-third of the 10 million new cases of cancer each year are preventable by such means as controlling tobacco and alcohol use, moderating diet, and immunizing against viral hepatitis B. Early detection, and therefore prompt treatment, of a further one-third of cases is possible where resources allow. Effective techniques are sufficiently well established to permit comprehensive palliative care for the remaining, more advanced, cases. The establishment of a national cancer control programme, tailored to the socioeconomic and cultural context, should allow countries to effectively and efficiently translate the present knowledge into action.

A national cancer control programme is a public health programme designed to reduce cancer incidence and mortality and improve quality of life of cancer patients, through the systematic and equitable implementation of evidence-based strategies for prevention, early detection, diagnosis, treatment, and palliation, making the best use of available resources.

The nature of cancer

The term cancer is used generically for more than 100 different diseases including malignant tumours of different sites (such as breast, cervix, prostate, stomach, colon/rectum, lung, mouth, leukaemia, sarcoma of bone, Hodgkin disease, and non-Hodgkin lymphoma). Common to all forms of the disease is the failure of the mechanisms that regulate normal cell growth, proliferation and cell death. Ultimately, there is progression of the resulting tumour from mild to severe abnormality, with invasion of neighbouring tissues and, eventually, spread to other areas of the body.

The disease arises principally as a consequence of exposure of individuals to carcinogenic (cancer-causing) agents in what they inhale, eat and drink, and are exposed to in their work or environment. Personal habits, such as tobacco use and dietary patterns, rather than inherited genetic factors, play
the major roles in the etiology of cancer, as may occupational exposure to carcinogens and biological factors such as viral hepatitis B infection and human papillomavirus infection. Knowledge of many of these factors can serve as the basis of cancer control. Vaccination against hepatitis B, for instance, can protect against liver cancer.

Cancer is profoundly associated with social and economic status. Cancer risk factors are highest in groups with the least education. In addition, patients in the lower social classes have consistently poorer survival rates than those in the higher social classes.

The burden of cancer

Of the 10 million new cancer cases each year, 4.7 million are in the more developed countries and nearly 5.5 million are in the less developed countries. Although the disease has often been regarded principally as a problem of the developed world, in fact, more than half of all cancers occur in the developing countries. In developed countries, cancer is the second most common cause of death, and epidemiological evidence points to the emergence of a similar trend in developing countries.

Cancer is currently the cause of 12% of all deaths worldwide. In approximately 20 years time, the number of cancer deaths annually will increase from about 6 million to 10 million. The principal factors contributing to this projected increase are the increasing proportion of elderly people in the world (in whom cancer occurs more frequently than in the young), an overall decrease in deaths from communicable diseases, the decline in some countries in mortality from cardiovascular diseases, and the rising incidence of certain forms of cancer, notably lung cancer resulting from tobacco use. Approximately 20 million people are alive with cancer at present; by 2020 there will probably be more than 30 million.

The impact of cancer is far greater than the number of cases alone would suggest. Regardless of prognosis, the initial diagnosis of cancer is still perceived by many patients as a life-threatening event, with over one-third of patients experiencing clinical range anxiety and depression. Cancer can be equally if not more distressing for the family, profoundly affecting both the family’s daily functioning and economic situation. The economic shock often includes both the loss of income and the expenses associated with health care costs.

Prevention of cancer

Prevention means eliminating or minimizing exposure to the causes of cancer, and includes reducing individual susceptibility to the effects of such
causes. It is this approach that offers the greatest public health potential and the most cost-effective long-term cancer control.

The present and potential burden of tobacco-induced cancer is such that every country should give highest priority to tobacco control in its fight against cancer. Tobacco use in all forms is responsible for about 30% of all cancer deaths in developed countries, and this percentage is rising steadily in developing countries, particularly in women. The best approach to preventing tobacco-related cancer is preventing the uptake of tobacco. Tobacco dependence is listed in the WHO ICD-10 as a chronic condition. Tobacco is responsible for 80–90% of all lung cancer deaths, and probably some of the deaths from cancer of the oral cavity, larynx, oesophagus and stomach. In some Asian countries, oral cancer is a common tumour, and is associated with tobacco chewing habits. A comprehensive strategy involving legislative action to raise the tax on tobacco products and limit access and promotion, education of youth and adults to promote healthy lifestyles, and cessation programmes has a demonstrated ability to reduce tobacco consumption in many countries.

In recent years, substantial evidence has pointed to the link between overweight and obesity to many types of cancer such as oesophagus, colorectum, breast, endometrium and kidney. It is therefore strongly recommended to control weight and to avoid weight gain in adulthood by reducing caloric intake and by performing physical activity. The latter has also been seen to have a protective effect in reducing the risk of colorectal cancer. The composition of the diet is also important since fruit and vegetables might have a protective effect by decreasing the risk for some cancer types such as oral, oesophageal, gastric and colorectal cancer. High intake of preserved meat or red meat might be associated with increased risk of colorectal cancer. Another aspect of diet clearly related to cancer risk is the high consumption of alcoholic beverages, which convincingly increases the risk of cancer of the oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, oesophagus, liver and breast.

Thus, conducting a cancer prevention programme, within the context of an integrated noncommunicable disease prevention programme, is an effective national strategy. Tobacco use, alcohol, nutrition, physical inactivity, and obesity are risk factors common to other noncommunicable diseases, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and respiratory diseases. Chronic disease prevention programmes can efficiently use the same surveillance and health promotion mechanisms.

Occupational and environmental exposure to a number of chemicals can cause cancer of a variety of sites; examples include lung cancer (asbestos), bladder cancer (aniline dyes), and leukaemia (benzene). A number of infections or infestations cause certain types of cancer: viral hepatitis B and C cause cancer of the liver, human papilloma virus infection causes cervical cancer,
The bacterium *Helicobacter pylori* increases the risk of stomach cancer, while in some countries the parasitic infection schistosomiasis increases the risk of bladder cancer, and in other countries liver fluke infection increases the risk of cholangiocarcinoma of the bile ducts. Exposure to ionizing radiation is also known to give rise to certain cancers, and excessive solar ultraviolet radiation increases the risk of all types of cancer of the skin.

National policies and programmes can be enacted to reduce exposure to these risks and implement preventive interventions. Care needs to be taken to ensure that the public has a clear understanding of these major risks and is not overwhelmed by the minor risks that are described in their local media on a virtually daily basis.

**Early detection of cancer**

Early detection comprises early diagnosis in symptomatic populations and screening in asymptomatic, but at risk, populations. Increasing awareness of the signs and symptoms of cancer contributes to detection of the disease in less advanced stages. Where tests for cancer of specific sites are available, and facilities are appropriate, screening of apparently healthy individuals can disclose cancer in early or precursor stages, when treatment may be most effective. Early detection is only successful when linked to effective treatment.

With early detection, there is a greater chance that curative treatment will be successful, particularly for cancers of the breast, cervix, mouth, larynx, colon and rectum, and skin. It is therefore critical that people are taught to recognize early warning signs of the disease, such as lumps, sores that fail to heal, abnormal bleeding, persistent indigestion, and chronic hoarseness, and urged to seek prompt medical attention. This can be promoted in all countries by public health education campaigns and through training of primary health care workers.

Population screening (mass application of simple tests to identify individuals with asymptomatic disease) is another approach to early detection. However, screening programmes should be undertaken only when their effectiveness has been demonstrated, when resources (personnel, equipment and so on) are sufficient to cover nearly all of the target group, when facilities exist for confirming diagnoses and for treatment and follow-up of those with abnormal results, and when prevalence of the disease is high enough to justify the effort and costs of screening. At present, in countries with high levels of resources, screening can be advocated only for cancer of the breast and cervix. Efforts should concentrate on women at greatest risk of developing invasive cancer: those aged 35 years and over for cervical cancer and those aged over 50 years for breast cancer. In developing countries, organized screening should only be considered for cervical cancer and should
focus primarily on providing a limited number of screenings with maximum population coverage, because the women at greatest risk for cervical cancer are in general the last to approach the health care services.

**Diagnosis and treatment of cancer**

Cancer diagnosis is the first step to cancer management. This calls for a combination of careful clinical assessment and diagnostic investigations including endoscopy, imaging, hystopathology, cytology and laboratory studies. Once a diagnosis is confirmed, it is necessary to ascertain cancer staging, where the main goals are to aid in the choice of therapy, prognostication, and to standardize the design of research treatment protocols.

The primary objectives of cancer treatment are cure, prolongation of life, and improvement of the quality of life. A national cancer control programme should therefore establish guidelines for integrating treatment resources with programmes for early detection, and provide therapeutic standards for the most important cancers in the country.

Care of cancer patients typically starts with recognition of an abnormality, followed by consultation at a health care facility with appropriate services for diagnosis and treatment. Treatment may involve surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, or some combination of these. An initial priority, especially in developing countries, should be the development of national diagnostic and treatment guidelines to establish a minimum standard of care, and promote the rational use of existing resources and greater equity in access to treatment services.

Optimal treatment of people diagnosed with certain types of cancer detected early, for example, cancers of the uterine cervix and corpus, breast, testis, and melanoma, will result in 5-year survival rates of 75% or more. By contrast, survival rates in patients with cancer of the pancreas, liver, stomach, and lung are generally less than 15%. Some treatments require sophisticated technology that is available only in locations with substantial resources. Since the cost of establishing and maintaining such facilities is high, it is desirable that they should initially be concentrated in relatively few places in a country to avoid draining resources that could be devoted to other aspects of the national cancer control programme. Facilities can be expanded when additional resources are available.

**Palliative care**

Palliative care is an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problems associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identifica-
tion and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual.

Improved quality of life is of paramount importance to patients with cancer. Pain relief and palliative care must therefore be regarded as integral and essential elements of a national cancer control programme, whatever the possibilities of cure. Since these services can be provided relatively simply and inexpensively, they should be available in every country and should be given high priority, especially in developing countries where cure of the majority of cancer patients is likely to remain beyond reach for years to come.

Health workers and family caregivers can be trained to deliver palliative care effectively. Primary health care settings can respond to the majority of patients’ needs and, in many developing countries with poor infrastructure, home-based care will make an essential contribution to achieving the necessary coverage.

Effective guidelines for the relief of cancer pain and other symptoms have been developed by WHO. The WHO ladder for cancer pain relief is a key strategy for pain management that can relieve cancer pain for about 90% of patients. Analgesics are administered by mouth, using a three-step strategy of strengthening the analgesic when a lower level is insufficient to relieve pain, and medication is provided by the clock, rather than waiting for the effect of the previous dose to have fully worn off. The widespread availability of morphine for oral administration is critical to pain relief, and should be ensured by appropriate legislation and policy.

Managing national cancer control programmes

With careful planning and appropriate priorities, within the scope of prevention, early detection, treatment and palliation, the establishment of national cancer control programmes offers the most rational means of achieving a substantial degree of cancer control, even where resources are severely limited. It is for this reason that the establishment of a national cancer control programme is recommended wherever the burden of the disease is significant, there is a rising trend of cancer risk factors and there is a need to make the most efficient use of limited resources.

Effective and efficient cancer control programmes need competent management to identify priorities and resources (planning), and to organize and coordinate those resources to guarantee sustained progress to meet the planned objectives (implementation, monitoring and evaluation). Good management is essential to maintain momentum and introduce any necessary modifications. A quality management approach is essential to improving the performance of the programme. Such an approach has the following principles:
• *goal orientation* that continuously guides the processes towards improving the health and quality of life of the people covered by the programme.

• *focused on the needs of the people*, which implies focusing on the target population (customers) while addressing the needs of all stakeholders and ensuring their active involvement.

• *systematic decision making process*, based on evidence, social values, and efficient use of resources that benefits the majority of the target population.

• *systemic and comprehensive approach*, meaning that the programme is a comprehensive system with interrelated key components in the different levels of care sharing the same goal, integrated with other programmes and the health system and tailored to the social context, rather than a vertical programme operating in isolation.

• *leadership* that creates a clarity and unity of purpose, encourages team building, ample participation, ownership of the process, continuous learning, and mutual recognition of efforts made.

• *partnership*, enhancing effectiveness through mutually beneficial relationships, built on trust and complementary capacities, with partners from different disciplines and sectors.

• *continual improvement, innovation and creativity*, to maximize performance, and to address social and cultural diversity, and the new needs and challenges in a changing environment.

The motivation to initiate a national cancer control programme or improve the performance of an existing programme can come from different sectors within the country or can be a combined effort with international organizations. Governmental and nongovernmental leaders in the cancer field need to work closely together to develop a successful programme. With appropriate mobilization of all the stakeholders, it is possible to develop cancer control policies that are acceptable to the people for whom they are intended, affordable, integrated with other national health programmes, and linked effectively with sectors other than health that are relevant to cancer control.

Although it is clear that objectives and priorities need to be tailored to the specific country context, the planning processes to be undertaken in all countries should follow four basic steps: assessing the magnitude of the cancer problem, setting measurable control objectives, evaluating possible strategies for cancer prevention and control, and choosing priorities for initial cancer control activities. Assessing the magnitude of the cancer problem requires analysis of the cancer burden and risk factors, as well as capacity assessment (analysis of facilities, personnel, programmes and services). Once evidence-based strategies are identified there is the need to choose those that are feasible to implement and that are acceptable and relevant to the
society. It is useful to classify priority areas in two groups: activities that can be introduced or improved without the need for additional resources, and activities that will require extra resources.

The national cancer control programme policy should be formulated once the planning process has been completed. This will provide a solid platform for implementing and maintaining a national cancer control programme. A policy is the explicit commitment by government and its partners that provides objectives for a balanced cancer control programme, specifies the relative priority of each objective and indicates the resources and measures required to attain the objectives.

Good leadership of the programme is key to its competent management. The national programme coordinator should be able to work in a team and facilitate or reinforce the building of a network of local coordinators, backed by their own teams, who will take a leadership role in their areas or regions. It is essential to build effective teams, that are results oriented and committed to the project objectives, goals and strategies, as most of the managerial, clinical or community activities in a cancer control programme require teamwork.

Processes should be managed to meet the requirements and needs of customers, providers and other stakeholders. Clear roles and responsibilities must be established for managing the process and the interrelations with other programmes must be identified. The processes must align with the national cancer control programme objectives and should include continual improvement of performance. Decisions and actions should be based on the analysis of data and information to improve results and not rely merely on opinions.

Some key processes to be considered in implementing a national cancer control programme are:

**Demonstration area**

It is often advisable to start small and consider that success breeds success. Efforts can concentrate in a demonstration area, which has a good likelihood of successfully implementing the priority areas.

**Step by step implementation**

Implementation of a national cancer control programme may proceed in a series of stages, each stage having clear measurable objectives and representing the basis for the development of the next stage, permitting visible and controlled progress. Every stage should involve decision-makers and operational staff from the different levels of care that need to actively participate.
Optimizing existing resources

It is essential that at a first stage the programme considers re-allocation of existing resources according to the new strategies, and foresees the development and incorporation of new technologies that are cost-effective, sustainable and of benefit to the majority of the targeted population.

Organizing activities with a systemic approach

Activities carried out according to the selected priorities should be tailored to the population at risk and adequately organized so as to make the best use of the available resources. Furthermore, it is important to take a systemic approach to ensure that the various interrelated components of the intervention strategy are coordinated, directed to achieving the objectives and integrated with other related programmes or initiatives.

Education and training

Programmes to educate and train health care professionals, customers, and other stakeholders should be tailored to the type of audience, to the local situation and the momentum in the programme development so as to ensure that they can contribute to improving the programme.

Monitoring and evaluation

Evaluation activities can be seen as part of a continuum that supports the decision-making process in all stages of programming: planning, implementation and outcome evaluation. Continuous evaluation of national cancer control programme processes (monitoring) and outcomes should be considered an essential tool for assessing its organizational progress and enhancing its effectiveness.

Programme monitoring is intended to assess whether a national cancer control programme is performing as intended, and whether or not the programme is reaching the target population and meeting the needs of customers. Programme performance can be assessed by different methods, depending on how comprehensive an evaluation is required and which quality dimensions are of interest (effectiveness, efficiency, competence, appropriateness, accessibility, and so on). Outcome indicators for a national cancer control programme are concerned with the quality of life of cancer patients, disease recurrence rates, disease-free survival rates, overall survival rates among treated patients, incidence, and mortality rates. Reliable baseline data on the common types of cancer, their stage at diagnosis, and the
outcome of disease are essential if valid programme outcome measures are to be set. Evaluation is completely dependent on adequate information systems that should be developed as early in the programme as possible in order to monitor processes and indicate changes to improve them. They should be linked to population-based cancer registries in the areas where they exist so that outcome measures can be provided by the surveillance system.

**National cancer control activities based on resource realities**

Some of the previously described cancer control strategies may be far beyond the resources of many countries. Nevertheless, there is a clear benefit in implementing a national cancer control programme, regardless of the fiscal situation in a country. The programme process will ensure the most efficient use of existing resources in the control of cancer.

In general, the majority of cancer patients in developing countries are diagnosed at advanced stages of the disease, because of the lack of awareness of the need for rapid action if a cancer symptom or sign is detected, the lack of early detection programmes, and the limited resources for diagnosis and treatment. However, developing countries do not constitute a homogeneous group. Important differences can be encountered with regard to the epidemiological situation, and to economic, social and health system development. The various settings need to be taken into account when addressing the cancer problem and organizing a programme at the national or state level. Further, there are often large social inequalities within a specific country. While a considerable proportion of the population of a developing country will be poor and face major barriers to social development, in contrast a small percentage is likely to be wealthy and in many cases to enjoy a standard of living and health level comparable to those in developed countries.

A flexible approach is needed, as political, socioeconomic and epidemiological situations vary and evolve. With this in mind, three separate scenarios are provided to help guide countries toward what is possible with their limited level of resources (low, medium or high). As well as being relevant to individual countries, the scenarios can be used to identify specific actions relevant to regions or different population groups within a country.

**Low level of resources (Scenario A)**

This scenario refers to low income countries where resources for chronic disease are completely absent or very limited. Many such countries may
have great political and social instability. A considerable proportion of the population is rural. Infant and adult mortality rates are high. Communicable diseases and malnutrition are a major cause of morbidity and mortality, especially for children. Life expectancy is relatively low. Cancer is not one of the main problems in general, but over 15 years of age it can be one of the leading causes of death. The majority of cancer patients are diagnosed in advanced stages. Exposure to cancer risk factors such as tobacco or environmental carcinogens other than aflatoxin may be low but almost invariably rising. Exposure to infectious causes of cancer will usually be high (human papillomaviruses and hepatitis B virus, and sometimes schistosomiasis). Health care services are often delivered by informal means, and alternative medicine is a major component. Infrastructure and human resources for cancer prevention or control are non-existent or very limited in quantity, quality and accessibility.

What can be done in such circumstances? The first immediate action is to establish a basis for prevention of cancer and other chronic diseases by limiting the extent to which the health scourges of the industrialized world – tobacco use and the “western diet” – can enter the country. There are already enough health problems within the country without importing those from outside. The general public and health care workers can be made aware of the early warning signs of cancer and other diseases. This will ensure that cases are identified, referred and treated early in the course of disease, before they become advanced and incurable. The process of establishing national diagnosis and treatment guidelines has the dual purpose of determining effective patient management standards as well as promoting equitable access to the limited treatment resources. Perhaps the most significant contribution of a national cancer control programme in this scenario is establishing a basis for pain relief and palliative care of individuals with advanced disease to ensure that they maintain a high as possible quality of life. Allocation of available resources in a cost-effective manner is of greatest concern in areas with a low level of resources, and is assured by the quantitative-based strategy evaluation process of establishing a national cancer control programme.

Medium level of resources (Scenario B)

Countries in this scenario are often considered “middle-income” countries. The majority of the population is urban and life expectancy is over 60 years. The country has been through the epidemiological transition, and cancer is usually one of the leading causes of disease and mortality. There is a high exposure to risk factors, especially tobacco, diet, infectious agents, and carcinogens in the workplace. Infrastructure and human resources for
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developing cancer prevention, early detection, diagnosis, treatment, and palliative care are available but with limitations in quantity, quality, and accessibility. Weaknesses can be identified in organization, priority setting, resource allocation, and information systems for adequate monitoring and evaluation. Primary prevention and early detection are usually neglected in favour of treatment-oriented approaches, without much concern regarding their cost-effectiveness.

In general, the primary prevention activities needed in this type of setting are tobacco control, reduction of alcohol use, and promotion of healthy diet and physical exercise. Special attention should be paid to carcinogens in the workplace, and to infectious agents such as human papilloma virus. Promotion of the warning signs for the common cancers should be encouraged. If, as is common in this scenario, rates of cervical cancer are high, the highest priority for a screening programme is cervical cytology screening, focusing mainly on covering a high proportion of the women at risk. Screening for other types of cancers should be discouraged. Cancer treatment should focus on cancers that are curable, and clinical trials should be encouraged to evaluate relatively low-cost approaches that eventually can be provided to all patients irrespective of their socioeconomic condition. More sophisticated approaches, such as radiotherapy and chemotherapy, should be introduced in specialized centres. Major efforts should be made to achieve the highest coverage for pain relief and palliative care, using low cost drugs (oral morphine) and other interventions.

**High level of resources (Scenario C)**

This scenario is appropriate for industrialized countries with a relatively high level of resources for health care. In these countries life expectancy is over 70 years, and cancer is a major cause of death for both men and women. Many elements of a cancer control programme are in place, but they may not be well integrated into a comprehensive national system. Further, coverage of the population may be uneven, with particular groups such as those in rural areas, indigenous people and recent immigrants having difficulty accessing services. Reorganization of the system could bring benefits in terms of greater cost effectiveness and improved reach and acceptability of services.

Comprehensive health promotion programmes, including in schools and workplaces, should be implemented in collaboration with other sectors. While there should be a concerted effort to promote awareness of the early warning signs for cancer, national screening programmes should, in general, only be implemented for cervical and breast cancer, as screening for other cancers has not yet been proven to be cost-effective. In spite of a high level of resources, industrialized countries often have serious deficien-
cies with respect to providing easy access to pain relief and palliative care services. Implementation of a comprehensive surveillance system ensures rapid response to changes in disease patterns and weaknesses in service provision.

Knowledge gained over the past decades provides enormous scope for controlling cancer throughout the world, and the most appropriate mechanism for exploiting that knowledge is through the establishment of national cancer control programmes.

The recommendations for minimum essential actions by national cancer control programmes, in countries with different levels of resources, are summarized in Table 13.1. A more detailed coverage of these recommendations is provided in Chapter 13.